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Product Overview
WCS Special Squirrel Trap







Measures 18"L x 5"W x 5"H
1/2" x 1/2" galvanized mesh, prevents
squirrels from setting the trap off from
outside the cage
Improved Lock, this trap can be set with
one hand. Very important when up on a
ladder.
"No Name" hand guard plate, very
professional
This trap is very sturdy and will render
years of service.

We call this the "Special" Squirrel Trap for a couple of very good reasons;
1. This trap is specially made for WCS to their exact specifications. This trap is not available
anywhere else.
2. This trap is "special", not because we say so, but because wildlife control professionals have said
so! It contains the construction and features professionals have been looking for in a squirrelsized commercial-grade trap.
Setting Instructions:
1) Push and hold front door lock rod against door and lift both together
2) With free hand, reach inside trap and pull the trigger mechanism forward until the hook
engages the wire of the door.
3) The trap is now set in ready position.
Baiting Instructions: If using bait, place in the rear of trap Not on the Bait Tray. You want to attract
the animal to the back of the trap, so that they set on the pan triggering the front door to close.
Animal Release: Use extreme caution when releasing, transferring or moving a trapped animal.
Use of heavy leather or padded gloves is mandatory to help protect from being scratched or bitten.
Push front door lock rod against door and lift both together. To hold door in open position until animal
leaves trap: a stick can be used to prop door open, or insert stick through the side wires and under the
door.
Trapping Tips: We recommend you wash the trap with soap and water to rid it of all scent or place
outdoors for several days. When handling the trap, use gloves to prevent transferring human scent to the
trap and never handle bait with your bare hands. When setting your trap, make sure the trigger is set
properly. The successful trapper also thoroughly learns the habits of the animals to be caught. This
includes what they like to eat, where they look for food and the trails they use.

